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In this book I share eight exercises and why they have helped clients restore their balance.. I also
share some short stories of clients who all have different reasons for dropping their balance.A
variety of personal and specific factors may are likely involved in the body’s stability and walking
gait because they become off-kilter. The guts of the body, known as the core, should be
developed in strength for the rest of the body in order to perform motions at their finest. At this
stage, individuals could find themselves tripping frequently and/or falling down.At any age, but
often as we get older, your body can become weaker. Fortunately, this is not the truth . In many
of these cases, the body begins to go more slowly. You can experience unsafe in everyday
motions, even just walking. This leaves people feeling unsafe within their movements, which,
subsequently, causes the walking gait to improve and decelerate because they experience out of
stability or unstable. Many customers with weakness or balance issues usually do not feel safe
getting down to the floor. Frequently, building core power is thought to be achievable only when
you get down on the floor and perform crunches. As a result, that leaves them considering this is
a lost cause to attempt to fortify the core muscles. Which can be due to illness, insufficient
exercise, neurological issues or a diagnosed condition..These particular exercises have helped
clients stoptripping and falling and to regain the opportunity to feel safe in movement again.
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Shimmying?"Tipping Toward Balance". Wiggling? IT CAN take performing them correctly and
being constant and persistent as time passes. This book has the solution: Wiggle only when You
wish to... Do you find yourself uncertain and tentative about your motions? All that and more was
“me.” Forget about! I’ve been working with the author of the book for 14 months. I recommend
this reserve to anyone of any age who wishes to improve his/her quality of life. That’s a little
miracle, don’t you think? Yippee! I’m 71 and proud of my new-found confidence and strength. It
needn’t take a lot of period once you obtain these basic exercises perfected. Don’t want to? This
book contains invaluable information for folks, fitness trainers and physical therapists. Tailored
Workouts and Unselfish Desire to Help Clients Improve Tracy’s love and concern shine
throughout her book. It did for 104 year old Essie and it can for me and for others whose inspiring
tales the author uses to illustrate the science behind the workout. What are you experiencing to
lose? Very little.99 for life. Not just for those who stub their toes from age, this reserve is usually
invaluable to people, like me, which have been plagued with delayed spacial issues from head
trauma and concussions. No over night miracles promised. A reader senses how she tailors each
customer’s workout to fit her/his fitness level, unique needs, and desired end result. What have
you got to gain? Simply proven exercises to cause you to feel younger and well informed. I don’t
shimmy, wobble or wiggle anymore unless I’m on the dance flooring. Great, readable book with
exercises that can be done and which can only help to maintain or regain stability ( and I need all
the balance I can get! There are several really good exercises to check out . The reserve is written
with voice that makes it very easily read and understood. Tracy’s book condenses over 20 years
of her expertise in learning, practicing and teaching others, and understanding the muscles and
neurological connections that make up your body so that you can possess the assurance that
you are in control from your own core out. Great, easy to read publication with exercises that you
.!!) It’s so easy to get “too busy” to find time (from function or a hectic volunteer schedule) to go
to a gym, get into workout clothes that “look presentable” (so others at the fitness center don’t
wonder what planet you dropped in from and laugh!), do a workout, change again, and go back to
function or wherever. The exercises in this book can be achieved at home whenever you get the
chance. As we all grow older, we become even more aware of our aches and glitches. I have a
balance disc in the home now (and am obtaining a Bosu ball) and will do these basic exercises
any time of your day or night Without needing to get clean workout clothes on or make certain I
look “put collectively.” I could do one or several exercises whenever I get the chance…and the only
person watching me is my puppy. The directions are well place, and from reading the short tales
of people’s differing physical needs, I've thought of several individuals who would reap the
benefits of this book and am encouraging them to get it also. DO get this book and be more
stable to be able to enjoy life even more. The timing of me fracturing my ankle, acquiring myself
couched with my feet elevated and reading your book I'm very aware you are information and
inspiration caught my dropping into depression, aside from muscle atrophy.! I am so grateful for
Tracy Markley's new reserve.. Wobbling? This reserve answers many queries regarding my
balance issues and muscle weakness resulting from spinal stenosis and will be offering a
welcome ray of hope in my plight to avoid back surgery. The included illustrations provide a good
understanding of muscle tissue and how they function. Tracy's eight exercises will end up being
key in helping me strengthen muscle groups, correct posture, create a stronger spine and
accomplish good stability. Whether you are position straight or teetering - "Tipping Toward
Balance" will help you gain, preserve and revel in an upright, aligned, and balanced life! Plenty of
great information for just about any one Plenty of great information for just about any one.!!
Such a great reserve for all to possess on hand. Tracy’s books and fitness strategy have helped



me tremendously. As you of her older clients I have come to know her well, and have benefited
greatly from her understanding and enthusiasm. With Tracy’s training I've conquer my physical
disabilities and today can engage in many activities which would have been out of my reach
without her. It has greatly improved the quality of my entire life. Her books expose the reader to
her approach to fitness, and how to conquer our physical shortcomings as we get old. Anyone
who wants to overcome age (or disease) related physical shortcomings should go through this
book. Jeremy Long life encouragement for core muscles! You don’t need a jungle of gear to get
the benefits of being stable and balanced. We have been trained to believe this is the price old.
Ms. This book is a MUST read for anybody with a neurological disease or condition as well as for
practitioners who use individuals who have neurological ilness/condition.. But this works. No
obligations of $19. Easy read. Ms. Markley includes particular instructions that enable visitors to
benefit from helpful exercises. That is a great read! She actually is generous in her compliment of
various other trainers, inventors, and experts who've guided her throughout her long career. The
exercises in this little gem are a significant section of what I have been doing. Peggy Meyer Easy
to follow workout program to boost function. No, you won’t become an over night feeling on the
dance floor.. The personal stories of clients that Tracy shares in her book are inspiring. Tracy
includes a keen understanding and expansive knowledge in the neuromuscular program and
corrective workout modalities. She intuitively produces individualized programming to meet the
average person needs of her customers. I met Tracy 2 12 months’s ago, we simply shifted to
Oregon and I required a trainer who understood how exactly to work with particular health issues
that I've. Markley demonstrates through amazing testimony, it is possible to change this pattern
and to a ripe later years, through simple core strengthening exercises, maintain your balance and
posture. Five Stars Excellent quality; great book! There are some really great exercises to follow
as well. Looks like I'm soon to be one of your new clients! In order to enjoy a strong, upright and
balanced lifestyle - this book is for you! Great Read! I've been operating with Tracy for a few years
today, on & away, & can vouch for the usage of those eight exercises. Like she says, "just do it".
Essential read and do for the aging and the kutz-prone. I have got a stroke (TIA) and this book
provides helped me with my balance which includes been a problem everyday. You understand
that she touches base with each person during each workout, evaluates how her/his body is
certainly responding—and quickly makes necessary adjustments. Loved this Book Loved this
Book. I love this reserve. Tracy does an excellent job providing the perfect balance of the
technical reasons why we need to perform the exercises with excellent descriptions of those
exercises. The photos are worth a 1000 words, meaning this a super fast read that I could keep
helpful. The sense of self-confidence and control that you had when you were 21 and didn’t need
to be wary of your every move: You merely relocated. What I diismissed as clumsiness, I
discovered was simply how my human brain doesn't register my surroundings. But, nobody
offered a solution. Do you look into the mirror to observe if you’re growing a dowager’s
hump?.until now! This is must buy for everybody who comes with an aging parent, or a "klutz" i'n
the family. . Are you frustrated with stubbing your toe?. and expertise as an exercise Professional
which will not disappoint.. As a 30-year physical fitness trainer coping with a neurological
disease, I can honestly state the exercises are SPOT ON!. Once again Tracy shares her years of
extensive understanding and expertise as a Fitness Professional that may not disappoint. Thank
you Tracy! She shares links to professional journal articles that provide more in-depth
information. A book for everyone This book is such a great tool for all ages. Her 8 exercise
program is easy to check out and do-able for everybody. Tracy is that person, her knowledge is
right on and if she isn’t certain of something going on together with your body/wellness issues



she will find out. For me personally Tracy incorporated the disc and Bosu ball and it’s amazing if
you ask me how these tools have helped me tremendously.! Great job Tracy!!
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